


Golden Ticket
012LM

Trim:  Penelope Pink 30YR 83/029 
 Wall:  Arctic Pool 30BG 08/143



Dreamy Stream 
026LM

Accent:  Minty Meadows 027LM 



Silver Sneakers
004LM

Tunnel Vision  
009LM



Royal Pumpkin
017LM



Reign Supreme  
021LM



HVLP 
Sprayer

Dulux Sea 
Sponge Roller

D  ulux Liquid Metal two-step specialty finish instantly adds a 
sophisticated luster to a room or feature wall, that is sure to be 

noticed. Simply roll on a coat of a specially selected Dulux Diamond 
eggshell colour followed by two top coats of Dulux Liquid Metal. 
That’s all it takes to add a touch of elegance to your decor. 

Dulux Liquid Metal topcoat can be applied with a brush, a sea sponge  

roller or a sprayer. A sea sponge will offer a more mottled effect and a sprayer will 

offer a smoother finish. 

Helpful Notes

Base Coat Applicator
Top Coat Applicators

1 2 3 Certain shades of Dulux Liquid 

Metal require a third top coat to 

achieve the desired look.

To apply Dulux Liquid Metal 

on trim, a brush or a sprayer 

can be used. Ask a Dulux 

Professional about the right 

equipment.

When Dulux Liquid Metal is 

applied as directed it offers a 

durable finish that can easily be 

cleaned with a moist soft cloth. 

to add shimmer to your home.
HOW

Premium roller cage and sleeve

For more how-to tips, please visit:  www.liquid-metal.ca 



Introducing Dulux Liquid Metal. A shimmering  
touch of luxury that instantly adds wow factor to  

any surface it touches.

Go to www.liquid-metal.ca for more design ideas  
and application instructions.
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